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ABSTRACT

One-Block CYRCA is an automated procedure for
identifying multiple-block alignments from single
block queries (http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.il/blocks/
OneCYRCA). It is based on the LAMA and CYRCA
block-to-block alignment methods. The procedure
identifies whether the query blocks can form new
multiple-block alignments (block sets) with blocks
from a database or join pre-existing database block
sets. Using pre-computed LAMA block alignments
and CYRCA sets from the Blocks database reduces
the computation time. LAMA and CYRCA are highly
sensitive and selective methods that can augment
many other sequence analysis approaches.

INTRODUCTION

Comparison of multiple sequence alignments (profiles) with
other profiles can identify subtle protein relationships beyond
the resolution of sequence-to-sequence or sequence-to-profile
comparisons (1–5,7–9). The main advantages of using profiles
instead of sequences are better characterization of the com-
pared regions and the possibility for giving more weight to, or
using only, conserved regions. Using only conserved regions
significantly reduces the search space and avoids possibly
spurious hits by non-conserved and misaligned regions.
Blocks are local ungapped profiles of the most conserved
regions of protein families and domains (2).

LAMA is a profile-to-profile alignment method, previously
developed by us, for comparing blocks with each other
and for searching databases of blocks with block queries
(5). It is a highly sensitive method for detecting sequence
similarities that are often not found by other profile-to-
profile and sequence-to-profile methods (6). LAMA
alignments do not use gaps, since the compared profiles are

short and are themselves constructed from ungapped
conserved regions.

CYRCA is a method for detecting weak protein sequence
similarities by aligning multiple blocks (3). The resulting
multiple-block alignments are identified as block sets with
consistent and transitive relationships, derived from pairwise
block alignments previously found by LAMA. Namely, if
blocks A, B and C are aligned to each other in the same
phase in overlapping regions, then these blocks are probably
genuinely similar to each other, even if each pairwise align-
ment score is insignificant by itself (Figure 1). CYRCA imple-
ments this approach by using graph theory and a bottom-up
algorithm. Blocks are represented as graph nodes and their
LAMA alignments as the graph edges. The simplest transitive
block relationship is a triangle graph (a cycle of three blocks).
CYRCA first identifies consistent triangles, joins triangles
with common edges and finally adds linear edges that have
very high alignment scores. CYRCA sets are, thus, identified
from large-scale LAMA comparisons of many blocks with
each other, typically using the whole Blocks database.
These comparisons take a few days to compute. CYRCA
analyses are used to annotate the Blocks database. Analysis
of specific blocks has identified biologically significant
and genuine relationships (10,11), but it requires manual
interventions.

Here we present a procedure and a web server for automat-
ically adding new blocks to previously constructed or con-
structing new CYRCA sets.

ONE-BLOCK CYRCA ALGORITHM

In the first step of the algorithm, each of the query blocks is
compared by LAMA with the database for which CYRCA sets
were previously computed (the current version of the Blocks
database). All hits above the user-specified score threshold are
retained. Next, all of the blocks found to be similar to the query
or queries are compared by LAMA with each other. This is
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actually implemented using pre-computed LAMA results. The
resulting query hits (graph edges), together with the edges
found within the database, are then examined using the
CYRCA algorithm. This can identify new sets or join the
block queries to existing CYRCA sets (Figure 2).

The One-Block CYRCA procedure analyzes the relation-
ship of one or a few block queries to a database, whereas the
basic CYRCA procedure inter-compares a whole database.
We took advantage of this to use a more sensitive and
time-consuming value for the CYRCA cycle size parameter.
One-Block CYRCA sets are identified by first locating con-
sistent cycles of any size, not just triangular ones as in the basic
method of Kunin et al. (3). This allows a more in-depth ana-
lysis by One-Block CYRCA.

DESCRIPTION OF THE WEB INTERFACE

Input to the server (http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.il/blocks/
OneCYRCA) is one or more blocks supplied by the user.
The blocks can be in the Blocks database format (2) (http://
blocks.fhcrc.org) or in another commonly used multiple
sequence alignment format (multiple FASTA, CLUSTAL or
MSF). These latter formats can be found in many multiple
alignments databases, such as Pfam (12), CDD (13) and
SMART (14), and as the output of multiple alignment pro-
grams such as MEME (15), T-COFFEE (16) and DIALIGN
(17). From these alignment types only ungapped regions wider
than four columns will be used. The user can upload the input
from a local file or can paste it into the query window. If an
email address is provided, the output will be sent to it.

Parameter default values are supplied but can be changed by
the user. The default Z-score threshold parameter of the
LAMA alignment significance (5.6) corresponds to �1% sig-
nificance level. The ‘Linear edge’ threshold score parameter
default value (8.0) is more selective, since it is used for adding
to CYRCA sets linear edges whose consistency cannot be
checked (3).

The output of the server includes the CYRCA sets found
with the query blocks. These can be expanded pre-computed
or new sets. If the queries were from the Blocks database, it is
possible that the sets will be unchanged pre-computed ones.
The sets are shown with the description of their blocks, list of
all the set edges (pairwise alignments) and phase alignment of
all blocks. There are also links to the block entries in the

Blocks database and to interactive graph representations
and superimposition of structures present in different blocks
of each set (Figure 3).

EXAMPLE

HNH and GIY-YIG nuclease domains are often accompanied
by regions with conserved sequence motifs. We have previ-
ously shown that these motifs are similar to known DNA
binding motifs and probably confer the substrate specificity
to the nuclease catalytic regions (11). Our analysis was based
on block-to-block alignments found by LAMA and CYRCA.
This required careful manual intervention since the nuclease-
associated modular DNA-binding domains (NUMODs) blocks
we found were not part of the Blocks database. Submitting the
NUMODmotifs to the One-Block CYRCA server returned the
block sets we used to identify their function (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

The high selectivity of One-Block CYRCA is derived from the
transitive nature of its search. It is not a simple query-against-
database search. All hits found by the query are examined
further if they are consistently similar to each other. This
identifies a set of similar blocks that can form a multiple-
block alignment. This CYRCA approach was described by
us in Ref. (3).

The One-Block CYRCA method has a novel combination
of searching with short queries (corresponding to local sites
on proteins) and using the powerful methodology of

Figure 1. A graphical example of a consistent set of aligned blocks. (a) Three
consistently aligned pairs of blocks A, B and C are presented. Blocks are
presented as rectangles with one positionmarked by a vertical line. The aligned
region is shown for each pair of aligned blocks. (b) A consistent CYRCA set
obtained from the block alignments shown in (a). Such basic consistent graphs
are then joined to form larger consistent sets (3).

Figure 2. Flow diagram of the One-Block CYRCA procedure.
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profile-to-profile methods. Other servers and programs either
use short queries to compare with sequences or compare long
gapped profiles (or HMMs) with other profiles. Our approach
allows the identification of weak and localized similarity
between proteins embedded in otherwise different contexts.
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Figure 3. Representative output from the One-Block CYRCA server.
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